DIRECTV® Universal Remote Controls

**DIRECTV® BIG BUTTON REMOTE CONTROL**
- **RC32BB**
  - Large, simple design for better comfort, control and ease of use
  - Back lit, with on and off control, for ease of use in low light conditions
  - 35 buttons, for full functionality
  - IR remote controls up to 4 components, including a DIRECTV Receiver
  - Code library for popular video and stereo components
  - Code search to help program control of older components

**DIRECTV® UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL**
- **RC32**
  - New design, universal remote
  - IR remote controls up to 4 components, including a DIRECTV Receiver
  - Code library for popular video and stereo components
  - Code search to help program control of older components
  - Memory protection to secure against re-programming during battery replacement

**DIRECTV® UNIVERSAL RF REMOTE CONTROL**
- **RC32RF, RC32RFK**
  - RF capable universal remote, for control from anywhere in the house when used with RF compatible DIRECTV Receiver
  - Back lit, with on and off control, for ease of use in low light conditions
  - Controls up to 4 components, including a DIRECTV Receiver
  - Code library for popular video and stereo components
  - Code search to help program control of older components
  - Memory protection to secure against re-programming during battery replacement
  - Model RC32RFK includes RF antenna for RF compatible DIRECTV Receivers
DIRECTV UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROLS

DIRECTV® BIG BUTTON REMOTE CONTROL

Back light
Display options (single button):
GUIDE: DIRECTV Program Guide
INFO: Information on current channel and program
LIST: Scheduler, MyVOD™ (DVR)
MENU: Menu
PREV: Previous channel

Programmable to:
DIRECTV Receiver
TV
Auxiliary Component 1
Auxiliary Component 2

Universal Compatibility:
TV Brands 216
VCR Brands 164
DVD Player Brands 132
Audio Tuner Brands 97

Other:
To change HD format use the front panel of the DIRECTV Receiver.
ACTIVE, dash and colored buttons supporting quick actions not available with Big Button remote.

DIRECTV® UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL

Display options (single button):
ACTIVE: DIRECTV Active access
BACK: Previous GUI interface
FORMAT: Cycles through resolutions and screen formats
GUIDE: DIRECTV Program Guide
INFO: Information on current channel and program
LIST: Scheduler, MyVOD™ (DVR)
MENU: Menu
PREV: Previous channel

Programmable to:
DIRECTV Receiver
TV
Auxiliary Component 1
Auxiliary Component 2

Universal Compatibility:
TV Brands 216
VCR Brands 164
DVD Player Brands 132
Audio Tuner Brands 97

Other:
Quick actions supported with red, green, yellow and blue buttons. Actions vary based on receiver type.

DIRECTV® UNIVERSAL RF REMOTE CONTROL

RF capable
RF antenna included
(model RC32RFK only)
Backlight
Display options (single button):
ACTIVE: DIRECTV Active access
BACK: Previous GUI interface
FORMAT: Cycles through resolutions and screen formats
GUIDE: DIRECTV Program Guide
INFO: Information on current channel and program
LIST: Scheduler, MyVOD™ (DVR)
MENU: Menu
PREV: Previous channel

Programmable to:
DIRECTV Receiver
TV
Auxiliary Component 1
Auxiliary Component 2

Universal Compatibility:
TV Brands 216
VCR Brands 164
DVD Player Brands 132
Audio Tuner Brands 97

Other:
RF feature compatible with RF enabled DIRECTV Receivers.
Quick actions supported with red, green, yellow and blue buttons. Actions vary based on receiver type.
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